
Looking for a fun, laugh-filled novel full of heart that will run 

the gamut of emotions (but mostly you’ll be laughing)? 

Marilyn Simon Rothstein has outdone herself with 

Crazy to Leave You, her third novel published by Lake Union. 

Flourishing in her career, forty-one-year-old 

Lauren Leo is on the road to her next long-

dreamed-of successes. She’s in love. She’s 

finally minutes from being married. She can’t 

wait to have children. (Seriously, her bio-

clock is deafening.) Just before she walks 

down the aisle at Temple Sons of Abraham 

synagogue, however, Lauren's perfect-in-

every-way sister, Stephanie, receives a text 

from Eric, the groom: 

“Please tell Lauren I am too young 

(emotionally) to get married.”    

Humiliated and devastated, there’s only one 

place where Lauren can escape so she won’t 

have to face the wedding guests. Of course, 

it’s the diner across the street because Lauren 

has spent a lifetime dieting, her weight 

bouncing like the spherical object she doesn’t 

want to become. (Her mother, naturally, 

always sees an opportunity to mention her 

weight. Lauren was thrilled to have achieved size 12 for her wedding.) 

To add undo stress to massive injury, Lauren’s overbearing actress sister, Margo Lamour of soap 

opera fame, the sister who refused to show up for the wedding, arrives at Lauren’s tiny 

apartment, camps out like a female Pigpen, and declares that Lauren needs her. 

Miserable on many levels, Lauren squares her shoulders, raises her chin, and bravely returns to 

work; she’s an account executive with impressive billables at a Manhattan advertising agency. 

Despite her best attempt at resiliency, everyone she meets or runs into reminds her that she's 

forty-one, single, and childless. 

Lauren decides her best bet is to zero in on her work, reevaluate her value to the company (after 

all, she’s of no value to Eric, the bastard), and plan what she should do next professionally, 

because she’s never going to get involved with anyone ever again. 

Rothstein’s signature humor is ubiquitous—smooth, clever, in 

your face—with characters well-versed in repartee. So is her 

uncanny ability to gently unearth her characters’ ingrained 

conflicts while celebrating dysfunctional family dynamics.  

Crazy to Leave You is great fun, open-hearted, and suggests 

many questions. One comes to mind most often:  

What could go wrong next? 

To find out, pull up your favorite comfort snacks, bottle of wine, 

or slathered bagels. Commiserate with, laugh with, and cheer for 

Lauren Leo as she goes from suffering the title of jilted bride to 

finding unexpected successes, changing assumptions to 

realizations, and even stumbling upon a surprising second 

chance. 

Crazy to Leave You publishes May 24, 2022. 

Thank you to Netgalley and the author for providing an advanced reader copy 

of Crazy to Leave You in exchange for an honest review. 

If you haven’t yet read Marilyn Simon Rothstein’s previous two novels, 

what are you waiting for? 

Check out her debut duology, Lift and Separate and 

Husbands and Other Sharp Objects. 
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